
VII

A SENSE OF DETACHMENT

Hope often emphasises that the special significance of a true work of
art resides in the fact that it has ‘escaped from the limitations of the
personal and has soared beyond the personal concerns of its creator.’
Poetry, he believes, is not so much a ‘document’ nor a communication
but a ‘performance’ and a ‘creation’. He is insistent that if it is used as
a means to confess and exploit personal feelings of grief and loss as
‘open wounds’, it fails as great poetry.The confession of personal, imme-
diate stories of suffering in a poem, he suggests, invokes a subtle form of
fallacy in which the author, and not the poem, is attributed ‘an ironical,
cynical or satirical attitude to man and society’. The poems in these
circumstances tend to be regarded as allegories and not as what Hope
maintains they should be: creations of new being. Hope concurs with
Keats: ‘As to poetical character itself … it is not itself — it has no defini-
tion — is everything and nothing — It has no character as it enjoys light
and shade; it lives in gusts, be it foul or fair, high or low, rich or poor,
mean or elevated … A Poet is the most unpoetical of anything in exis-
tence; because it has no identity — he is continually informing and filling
some other Body [Keats, Letters 93].’

As discussed at length in Chapter One, Hope’s detachment is
paradoxical and his flight from and embrace of his doppelgänger
produces at times a unique kind of subjectivication. The necessary
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detachment that he demands of the poet relates more to the form of
the poem, the mastery of a verse form, than it might to the content of
the poems — if a poet invokes personal experience, the management
of this, the crafting of it towards a musical enactment in verse form,
distances the poet from the strictly personal. He concedes in another
entry that ‘one could imagine a whole life determined in the strangest
way by a dream-life that the person knew nothing about’. If this is so
there is bound to be, within any creation, elements of the self that are
unmanageable. Nevertheless, in entering a poem as an actor and asking
‘What if?’ of a situation, creed or emotion, the formulation of this
performance in verse form transforms the autobiographical emotions
into something ‘other’, something outside normal understanding, and
necessarily, something new.

Hope’s last poems in Orpheus were selected by him with great care.
It is clear that he wrote this book knowing that it would be his last. It contains
poems that cover the 11 areas that I have chosen as chapter headings for this
book. For example, there are specific poems that draw on mythology, legends
and biblical stories (Orpheus, Hymn to Saint Barbara, Mayan Books), others
invoking his interest in cosmology (A Swallow in the House, Protest to Fred
Hoyle) and many poems on love and sexuality (Teaser Rams, Love and
Poetry, Post Coitum,The Oracle and The Female Principle).

It fascinates me that in this volume, in which he bids farewell,
Hope, contrary to most of his earlier work, invokes the ‘I’ of his persona,
if not in a confessional manner, certainly in a way that confounds and
belies the reader versed in his professed detachment. Hope accepts that
he ‘shall stand, looking rather out of place’ when compared with his
contemporaries (Mermaid in the Zodiac). Memento Mori and Intimations
of Mortality express poignantly his alienation, fear and acceptance of the
coming to the end of his creativity and his life. Visitant states clearly
the end of his creative journey and is moving in its acquiescence to
mortality and to his final somewhat querulous entreaty: ‘To whom do
I make my report?’

THE PHILOSOPHER AS HEALER

‘Der Philosoph behandelt eine Frage;
wie eine Krankheit’ (Ludwig Wittgenstein)1
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Is the philosopher doctor or patient? If the statement is true does this
distinguish between two types of philosophers: the involved and the
detached? But is it in any case more than a bit of conversational clever-
ness? In what sense is a philosophical question like a sickness in a healthy
organism? Or in what sense is the way a philosopher treats his questions
like a doctor treating a disease? These are two ways of looking at it. One
assumes that a healthy mind or healthy organism does not raise philo-
sophical questions. The other that philosophers take a clinical view of
what are otherwise normal and healthy intellectual problems.

Of course some philosophies produce a sickness of the mind and
some may be regarded as a sickness of the mind. But this has nothing
to do with the point.

— Book VI, 1959, p. 41.

TYPES OF MEN: II

I should add to the note (in Notebook V, p. 7) on Yeats’s lines:

The intellect of man is forced to choose
Perfection of the life or of the work.

Yeats2

Yeats was thinking about the poet and his work and it may be that this
is particularly true of the poet. Perfection of the life in other fields of
effort demands a consistent and integrated character; or, to put it
another way, the gift or talent which has an end beyond itself, tends to
be moulded and formed by the absorption of the man in the work. But
the perfection of the poet’s gift in his work may require him to remain
chaotic as a character. Keats has expressed the heart of the matter:

As to poetical character itself … it is not itself — it has no defi-
nition — is everything and nothing — It has no character —
it enjoys light and shade; it lives in gusts, be it foul or fair, high
or low, rich or poor, mean or elevated … A Poet is the most
unpoetical of any thing in existence; because it has no identity
— he is continually informing and filling some other Body.

(Letters 93)
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Perfection of the life in these circumstances is almost impossible in
the ordinary sense. And yet as a life to live it is perfect.

— Book VI, 1960, p. 62.

THE UNKNOWN FACES AND FORCES

I have always felt strongly that, insofar as we base our views and our
actions on experience, what happens to us in dreams is as much expe-
rience as what happens to us in waking life. When we remember what
we experience in dreams we can treat it as part of the common store
of experience and because we know it to be ‘only a dream’ its power to
influence us is reduced. But the dreams we do not recall remain as
independent agents and provocations. I dream that I meet the
daughter of a friend who has gone away. This daughter was a school-
girl when I last saw her but in the dream she is a young woman of
twenty two or so, and in the course of this long dream we meet on
several occasions, have many adventures together and fall in love.
Had I not remembered and discounted the dream it might well have
affected my attitude to this woman next time I met her and I should
not have known why. Some sudden fears and aversions of an inexpli-
cable kind may be of the same sort. One could imagine a whole life
determined in the strangest way by a dream-life that the person knew
nothing about.

— Book VI, 1960, p. 74.

THE TEXTURE OF POETRY

Nearly all the fashionable criticism of poetry nowadays is devoted to
a close and minute verbal criticism and those poems which do not
stand up to it are rejected. Thus Dr Leavis is able to prove that Milton
is a bad poet and Marvell a much better one. It is as though they
demanded that all paintings should be able to stand up to the scrutiny
that a miniature will take. The looser or more open texture of long
narrative or reflective poems demands a different sort of scrutiny from
that to which we subject a short dense lyric.
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The New Critics go on to worse excesses. They fragment and
apply microscopic tests under which many good poems are bound to
break down and in time the canon of acceptable poems becomes
absurdly narrow. Good criticism demands close and careful scrutiny,
but scrutiny of the natural eye at a proper distance. Use a microscope
or even put your eye close against the painting and you will not see
the painting at all. You will see only a meaningless surface of patches
and blobs.

— Book VI, 1960, p. 101.

THE BIOGRAPHICAL CRITIC

John Middleton Murry’s statement in his deplorable book on Keats,
that poetry only has meaning to him in so far as it reveals the author’s
personality, is crude and absurd. But critics who think themselves free
of the ‘biographical fallacy’ are always committing it in less crude
forms. The commonest, as I have pointed out in ‘The Sincerity of
Poetry’3 and ‘The Practical Critic’,4 is to imagine that the poet is
speaking in his own person or for himself as he might in a letter or
a journal. This would lead to absurd results in many cases but the
absurdity is not always apparent. There are obvious and less obvious
manifestations.

For example if we were to take Morning Meditation5 which I tran-
scribed in this notebook a few pages back, the crudest interpretation,
a sort often used with writers whose lives we know nothing about,
would be to take it as a literally and factually true account of myself
and my forebears and to criticize me and the poem accordingly.
Absurd as this may sound, it is precisely what some critics do, let us
say, to Shakespeare’s Sonnets or Catullus’s Carmina. Almost equally
crude would be to criticise me and the poem because my grandfather
though he had a beard did not have any of the habits I give the grand-
father in the poem, my mother was not like the woman in the poem
and my father did not cut his throat and so on; this is the sort of treat-
ment critics have sometimes given to, say, Donne’s Anniversaries or
Pope’s Characters of Women. But it would be hardly less crass for
the critic to take the ‘facts’ of the poem as comic intention but to
attribute to me a view in favour of the state of nature, or of longing
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for bold, bawdry and sexual licence. The Poet is taken to be
expressing his view or his attitude, using the poem as a dramatic
device. A more subtle and therefore a more dangerous form of the
fallacy would be to attribute to the author and not to the poem an
ironical, cynical or satirical attitude to man and society, or to regard it
as an allegory.

I. A. Richards tended to suggest that the critic should avoid atti-
tudes and presuppositions. This is impossible and the attempt to do so
results in a peculiarly pallid or dishonest sort of criticism perhaps
unfairly labelled ‘academic’. If one could get people to see that a poem
is neither a ‘communication’ nor a ‘document’ but a ‘performance’
and a ‘creation’, things would be easier. The trouble is, of course, that
quite often poems do set out quite deliberately to be both personal
communications or documents as explicit as diaries, and do make
a special effort to be neither a performance nor the invention of
a statement or point of view for its own sake. Because there is no means
of telling which is which the critic’s task is especially difficult if he tries
to distinguish. He is safer if he treats all poems as though they had been
written for the hell of it, as though the writer had said: ‘Here’s an inter-
esting idea, let me see what would happen if I developed it.’

As far as I am concerned poems are like children: they are
begotten as well as born, and they may as well bear the stamp of the
circumstances that suggested them as of the poet who produced them,
or a mixture of both; they may express views and ideas and feelings
resembling those of the poet or views, ideas and feelings which
interest him because they are totally unlike his own. They may be
true confessions or complete inventions but in any case they are inde-
pendent beings with a character not limited by or reducible to that of
either parent. They are [Ding an sich].

— Book VIII, 1964–65, pp. 52–4.

AFTERTHOUGHTS — TO THE PRECEDING

In spite of the critic and the poet in such jolly agreement as in the
preceding remarks, the reader in me says resolutely that he wouldn’t
be bothered with poems he couldn’t take seriously; by this he means
poems in which he ‘seems’ to hear a ‘person’ expressing his beliefs and
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his ideas. It is one thing he says to say we can set aside the question of
whether we believe the theology of Paradise Lost, but what sort of
a poem would it be if we felt that Milton had invented the theology
in a spirit of ‘as if’?

Similarly he says these roles are in a sense like an artist’s sketch-
book: it exists to catch the impression of an idea as it is observed, and
to catch it fresh without trying to work it out or elaborate it or test it
— it is not a record of beliefs. But would I be bothered to do it if I did
not think they might be seriously entertained? So with poems.

— Book VIII, 1964–65, pp. 54.

THE INTENTIONAL FALLACY

There is obviously a need for caution in accepting an author’s state-
ment of what he meant to do or thought he was doing, but the whole
popularity of the so-called ‘intentional fallacy’ in present day criticism
appears to be derived from the fact that it allows critics to be irrespon-
sible, to ignore the author’s intentions altogether, as though his
judgement were irrelevant and he were not entitled to a voice at all.

His voice is of course the poem itself. What he said he meant
to do is interesting and may supply support, but it is evidence that
cannot be accepted if the poem is plainly not what he intended it to be.
But if the argument is in doubt then the critic must prove the author
wrong. He cannot invoke the ‘Intentional Fallacy’ and ignore him.
And he cannot, without the greatest difficulty, show that the intention
is irrelevant even if it fails. Milton may not have been able to justify the
ways of God to men, but if that is what he set out to do we cannot
lightly ignore him and declare that he was of the Devil’s party without
knowing it. You must be able to prove it from the poem in any case.

— Book VIII, 1964–65, p.114.

THE CONQUEST OF TIME

It can be achieved in several ways, but each of them involves an
enlargement of the mind. For example, standing looking at the stars
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at night one is simply in the presence of present lights, but to the
astronomer who knows, who has made this knowledge part of his
seeing, he is seeing now, events and aspects of things happening
further back the further away they are; they are present at the same
time, part of his ‘now’.

Or again as I grow older and know more I lose more and more
the sense of the past against the present. What Sappho sings or
Socrates argues is as present as what my contemporaries sing or say, as
relevant and as useful. I begin to lose my sense of ‘now’ as opposed to
‘then’ and, in anticipation, to see myself in the same time as what is
to come, just as when I put down the dates of things to be done next
week: they are already part of my life now which has to prepare for
them then.

One has only to go on from either of these two experiences, and
there are many others of a like kind, to see the real meaning of eter-
nity, which at first appears a paradox. Eternity is not a state of things
but a state of mind which contemplates all the moments of time as
though they were present. It is not a mind contemplating a ‘timeless
world’, which could only mean a world arrested in time like a single
frame from cinema film.

If the astronomer could enlarge his vision to take in events from
infinity, to see them as all happening at once but receding in time as
well as in space, he would have reached the limit of the kind of mind
we have, which is located in space. But if, at will or simultaneously, he
could view these events from any or all possible locations, he would
have a mind of another sort altogether: he would be God.

If one believes in a strict determinism the notion of eternity
would take in all events to come as well as all past and present ones.

If one believes in a very limited determinism as I do, then the
mind even of God will see only plans and blueprints of possible future
states of the universe. For the future states of whole galaxies perhaps
the fine detail will be there; but for future events of the actions
of conscious beings only a few rather hazy blurs on the screen.

If one takes such a view and eternity does not imply the nega-
tion of time, eternity becomes something that grows in time and by
means of time.

Was this what Blake meant when he said: ‘Eternity is in love
with the production of time’?

— Book XV, 1973, pp. 12–14.
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ON THE ROAD TO XANADU AGAIN

On waking I seem to be either composing or discussing a poem in
rough hexameters which fades rapidly but I am left with the last line:

‘Bút isn’t cóld catachrésis whát we are aćtually séeking?’ 

Neither in the dream nor on waking have I any idea what catachresis
is, except that it is a technical term in the theory of classical versifica-
tion. On consulting the dictionary I find it means: Abuse of terms,
tropes, metaphors, etc.; use of words in forced or unnatural senses. So
that I was wrong even about this and the line is mere nonsense. But
in the dream it had a mysterious sense of finality, of suggesting the
solution of a teasing problem, of providing the key to a dilemma, etc.

— 24–III–1973
— Book XV, 1973, p. 15.

RUSKIN IN ITALY

I must dislike Ruskin more than I realized: coming on his Poetry as
Architecture here, I was irritated by the harmless fact that he had
rowed about Lake Como shortly before 1837 and had drawn and
discussed the Villa Serbelloni (though he does not name it). As usual
his description implies a serenity and beauty which his cold and
graceless drawing denies. From his remarks it would appear that he
was never inside the villa or its grounds and he seems unaware that, as
it then stood and still is, it is a composite construction of many
different periods — the earliest being the old church tower of the
12th century where I had my study. Ruskin discusses its design,
together with that of the Villa Somma-Riva, also on the lake, as
though they had both been placed where they are and designed by
a single architect to fit into the natural scene of the background
of lake and mountains. In particular he makes a point of the use of
arches in these designs. As I remember, the grotto arches of the Villa
Serbelloni, to which he gives great prominence in his drawing, were
the afterthought of an 18th-century owner. page 195
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I am surprised by an extra feeling of antipathy that he should
have been trailing his slime over any part of the world to which I am
personally attached. The fact that it is all nonsense, makes the feeling
all the more surprising.

— Eastern View, 1973
— Book XV, 1973, pp. 93–4.

FRANCIS WEBB

A week ago Rosemary [Dobson] rang me to say that Frank Webb,6

whom I was about to visit in Rydalmere Mental Hospital, had
suddenly died. He was sitting on a seat outside his ward, M9, waiting
for the bus to go to mass, when he pitched forward and was dead
when they picked him up.

This gentle, deranged man who prayed for me every day is much
on my mind. My one visit cheered him and he began to write poems
again — at least he finished one and sent it for publication.

Rosemary told me at the Seminar in Frank’s memory organized
at Sydney University a month or so later that a young wardsman
at the hospital who befriended Frank claims that it was he who
persuaded him to write his last poems. It may be so.

I had got him from the Literature Board a small grant of a hundred
dollars — he would not take more — for his needs — tobacco, coffee at
the cafeteria, fares to go to mass — and with the usual pace of govern-
ment payments it took a couple of months to go through the
machine. He had written to me rather anxiously about it over the last
six weeks or so — he would not take money from me — and the day
after I heard of his death the cheque arrived addressed to me as I was
to deliver it personally. I don’t suppose there is any smoking or causing
to smoke in Heaven, but I should like to send him on some good
rolling tobacco — he made his own cigarettes.

— Dec. 1973
— Book XV, 1973, pp. 97–8.
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THE COFFIN SHAPE

The finest ‘personal’ image I recall is something in a letter of Lucy
Heney’s just after I had left for England in 1928 — Helen and Lucy
had come down to Circular Quay to see the Orama off. I remember
that shock of recognition of a phrase of genuine poetry: ‘Alec with his
coffin-shaped face’. It was absolutely accurate at the time and could
have been no more than that, but I think I already knew the weight
of death within those outlines — a weight it took me another forty
years to get rid of. And I think Lucy with her extraordinary sensitive-
ness knew it.

— Book XV, 1974, p. 138.

THE FIRST-BORN

(An excerpt from the poem)

‘Sanctify unto me all the first-born, whatsoever openeth the
womb among the Children of Israel, of man and beast, it is
mine.’ (Exodus 13, 1–2)

There is something different about them. Almost all
Voices of eldest children give them away.
I know; I am one myself of the secret clan —,
They have listening faces; their stance, their steps recall
A guarded alertness from an earlier day
Far back in the dangerous history of man.

They cannot help it: it is a fear inbred
From times when the first-fruits were offered up
To ravenous gods. More precious than ram or goat
Was a first-born son on an altar dripping red;
And a first-born girl exposed on the mountain top
Felt the wolf’s muzzle, hairy against her throat.
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These cannot take life for granted as others do.
They shrink from kinship and kind; they have learned to greet
A kiss with caution, joy with a settled calm;
A celebration warns them they are taboo
And a caress reminds them that human meat
Torn at the summer solstice becomes a charm.

No matter what nonchalance he may command,
This one betrays at times the furtive eyes
Of a lost fugitive from some sacred grove;
This other, a still unsacrificed deodand,
Even in her rapture, a lover may surprise
Some anxious gesture at the climax of love.

Whatever opens the womb of men or beasts
Is sacred to Moloch’s or Jahweh’s holy writ:
Weak from her birth-pangs a girl-mother comes,
Milk still oozing from her swollen breasts,
And hurls her first-born into the fiery pit;
Its sole shriek drowned by the wild gongs and drums;

And, walking with joy in the clear mountain air,
A young boy laughing, the belov’d son,
Skipping and chattering at his father’s side,
Touches the sacrifical knife: ‘But where,
Where is the victim?’ — Abraham, trudging on,
Groans out: ‘God knows, my son, let God provide!’

— Book XV, 1974, pp. 160–2.

DANTE’S LOVE AND GRIEF

I perceive now why I have never been able to read the Vita Nuova
without a sense of incredulity and boredom, despite the beauty and
intensity of the tale of love and grief. The latter are genuine
enough but Dante’s innocence and youth made him spoil the effect by
a display of poetic ingenuity. He is too much the busy author to
convince with his picture of the ecstatic and the grief-stricken lover.
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One is made too aware of his exploiting his bonanza of love and grief;
his distributing, discussing and technical demonstration of the poems
embodying his passion, his eager response to ladies who request him for
more of the same, his seeking out audiences of sympathetic ladies to
recite his sorrows to and share his tears with. A desperate lover with
one eye on the publicity value of his despair is not a convincing object.

With what ingenuousness after his touching account of how he
stood weeping for Beatrice in her grief for her father’s death and heard
the comments of her friends as they returned from mourning with her,
on her sorrow and on the ravages that grief had made on Dante
himself, he then goes straight on to exploit the situation:

Ond’ io poi pensando, proposi di dire parole, acciochè degna-
mente avea cagione di dire, nelle quali parole io conchiudessi
tutto ciò che inteso avea da queste donne.7

This all too sudden replacement of wild and helpless grief by an
enthusiastic attack of the cacoethes scribend8 is a piece of ill-placed and
unconscious comedy.

Yet how true it is to life! How exactly it catches the professional
obsession of poets, their ineradicable detachment as writers, which
leads them to look even on their moments of most ecstatic love and
bitterest grief, as good copy for a future poem. It is what prompted
Nietzsche’s brutal remark about the shamelessness of poets in
exploiting their own feelings. If Dante had been a more experienced
writer he would not have given himself away so obviously — and
incidentally have exposed the rest of us to ourselves.

I recollect on the same subject Lodge’s9 remark in his Portraits of
the English Worthies:

But the soul which is able to pour forth its sorrows in song, will
have little trouble in recalling a desperate resolution.

Yeats, who should have known better, wrote that splendid verse on
the academic critics who

Edit and annotate the lines
That young men tossing on their beds
Rhymed out in love’s despair
To flatter beauty’s ignorant ear.10
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Yeats in his fifties was not so forgetful of his own sins as not to recall
that a young man tossing on his bed writing verses to Maude Gonne
and other beauties, could take time off from his despair to study the
effects of his poem and arrange the esthetics of despair in suitably
touching disarray.

— Book XVIII, 1975, pp. 23–6.

FLORBELA AND RIMBAUD

Rimbaud in his cheeky letter to Paul Demeny and his respectful one
to Georges Izamband in 1871, when he was sixteen and a half, shares
with them his discovery of the divided self necessary as he claims to
being a poet.

… I recognise myself as a poet. This is not at all my fault. It is
false to say ‘I think’. One should say: it thinks me. Excuse me
for the play on words. ‘I’ is an other. Too bad for the wood
which finds itself a violin, etc: Because ‘I’ is an other. If the
[illegible] … wakes up — there is no fault that is obvious to me.
I am assisting the disclosure of my thought …

This had always seemed to me a profound HALF-truth. I do always
have this sense of being present at the unfolding of my thought. But it
unfolds to no purpose if I am simply an audience. There is work to be
done and only the JE can do it. It is a sort of midwifery and at times
the birth is more difficult than at others; sometimes more and some-
times less help is needed, sometimes, though rarely, hardly any at all.
The value of the half-truth is that it is important that one should
know that poetry is not a deliberate enterprise, a piece of engineering
planned before and executed according to rule and recipe. The other
and equally important half of the truth is that without conscious
control and participation, the enterprise is likely to come to nothing
or to be marred and flawed by verbal inadequacies and rhythmical
lapses of the most amateur kind. The unconscious forces have the
resources of imagination but they are weak on management, as my
experience with the dream-workers has shown. Their taste is often
appalling and their powers of integration nil. It was because he
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thought his half-truth the whole of the matter that Rimbaud later
degenerated into the formless nonsense that spoils so much of Les

Illuminations and Un Saison en Enfer.
Florbela de Almd Conceicao Espanca11 seems, like Rimbaud, to

have accepted the notion of the division of the self in the making of
poetry. Like him she suffered in the process — tant pis pour le bois —
and ultimately took the way out by suicide. But where Rimbaud
accepts and finds the split person natural for a poet, Florbela Espanca
revolts against it.

It is impossible to generalize from the two instances, especially
two such odd personalities, but it occurs to me that there is a clue
here to the limitations of women as poets. The poetry at its best is
generally the poetry of the ‘JE’ disguised or used as a ‘L’autre’: they
rarely perform well when the forces have to be divided to obtain the
‘impersonality’ that great poetry demands.

This is a first thought; I suspect that when I have gone into it
further I shall find that women are equally capable of great poetry but
have in general been following a procedure not suited to their natures.
They translate themselves into masculine terms and suffer from the
mediocrity of most translation.

The great majority of good women poets have been personal and
lyrical — the JE seems to be in undivided command. Here perhaps
they are following their own natures. But for that reason perhaps they
have not as a rule succeeded in producing poetry of the highest order.
For that, ‘JE doit être un autre’.

— Book XVIII, 1975, pp. 45–8.

THREE TYPES OF PEOPLE

Leafing through Vol. V of Byron’s Letters and Journals to find the text
of his controversy with Bowles about Pope, I come on a scrap of paper
in my writing headed Types of People: 

a. Those who centre the feelings in themselves: the blue of the
hills, the music make me feel sad, etc.

b. Those who project themselves and their feelings into the
objects that arouse them: the melancholy landscape of the
hills, the sadness inherent in this music, etc.
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What I had overlooked at the time — I think ten or more years ago
— was that there is a third type of person who neither attributes his
feelings to objects nor endows objects with the power of arousing the
feelings in himself. This is the man who is inhabited by unattached
feelings roving about in search of objects and subjects to justify and
complete them. Some of these we call poets.

— Book XVIII, 1975, p. 53.

ANNE GODFREY-SMITH AND 

THE HONEY OF GENERATION

Odd that within a month the same ideas come to me from reading
Lynne Strahan,12 from answering a question at Woden Valley High
School, from Anne13 writing a letter about glove-puppets in a plane
on her way from Brisbane to Darwin. The earlier note on Rimbaud
and Florbela Espanca seems to be working towards the same idea. It is
as though experience were conspiring to further an underground line
of thought and bring it momentarily to the surface like a subterranean
river.

At Woden Valley I was talking to a group of amiable children
who have to ‘do’ my poems for the forthcoming Higher School
Certificate and in reply to a question as to what I meant by a partic-
ular poem — I think Imperial Adam — I found myself explaining that
most poems are a sort of co-operative effort between ‘myself’ as
conscious controller, shaper and recorder and something I called the
emerging idea of the poem which has its own direction and
autonomous growth.

Anne’s letter describes various puppeteers and puppet theatres
she has seen in this year’s tour of Australia for the Theatre Board of
the Australia Council:

I found a fascinating puppeteer on the coast at (Chevron
Island?) — a woman called Kaye Nettler (?) who is a real artist
… I am learning … about puppetry fast this year — I knew
nothing about it before … Kaye is the first one I’ve seen and
spoken to who really creates interesting and strange characters
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and brings them to life in quite unnerving fashion. She won’t
use marionettes at all (puppets worked by strings) as she says
they are too limiting. Her puppets are hand puppets — glove or
rod puppets — I had a conversation with a glove puppet mouse
called Charlie … Kaye was not using a mouse voice — it was
her own — but the puppet came to life astonishingly, shrugging,
explaining his dislike of cats in such a deprecating way, that my
memory is of a conversation with Charlie, not of watching a
puppet demonstrated … it’s easy to make dolls, based on TV &
cartoon characters & wriggle them round on strings, which is
what most puppeteers do. But to create life out of bits of mate-
rials, some drapes over your hand is real art and immensely
difficult. Oddly enough the more you try for realism in your
puppets the less life they have — they have legs & arms &
faces; but that only emphasizes the fact that they are dolls. But a
head, with face and features suggested, placed on a rod, with a
drape fitted round it and falling over your hand, so that with
one hand you turn the head, with the other you slip the fingers
into the drape & your hand becomes the puppet’s hand — with
these as your focus, you can, if you are an artist, create move-
ment and gesture for the character that suggest life in a way that
no lifeless, jointed limbs can do. Because your own life is now
temporarily become the puppet’s life — and your voice the
voice of the character; and it’s quite convincing. The puppeteer
becomes the puppet during the performance. You know and use
the idea of the puppet as something that is manipulated by
some outside person or force & cannot dictate its own actions.
This is not really the case, since the puppet dictates to the
puppeteer, its actions and lines, through the very fact of its
creation, by the puppeteer. A strange paradox — the poem
writes the poet … What is this strange two-way relationship
between the creation and the creator? The presence of the
creation affects the creator and subjects him or her to certain
courses of action. Is that what Milton had in the back of his
mind when coping with his creation theme?

Anne here seems to me to be on to something very important. It is, of
course, a two-way process. The poet and the poem work reciprocally.
But the essential thing is for the poet to be receptive, malleable,
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adaptable to the needs of the growing and emerging poem. If he
imposes recipes, this will not happen or the poem will be mutilated
or stillborn.

The other side of the paradox of course is that touched on in the
previous note about Rimbaud and Florbela. The poet as ‘re-created’ by
the poem must consciously shape and direct or the result will be
flabby structure or messy shape.

There is also the problem of ‘return’, the change back in the
poet, the ‘JE’, so that another poem can re-create him to his needs.

— 24–VIII–75
— Book XVIII, 1975, pp. 57–61.

WHY AND WHY NOT?

Why don’t I write
As much as I might?
Other poets I know,
Always in full flow,
Burst up from underground,
Gush and abound.
It is different with me:
Like an old tree,
Closed in my bark,
I brood in the dark,
Till a chance claw,
Beak or knife score
Through to the wood.
Then, in slow flood,
Oozing their gum,
My poems come.

(13.II.1975)
— Book XVIII, 1975, p. 78.
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THE ART OF THE TRIVIAL

Akhmatova put her finger exactly on what I object to in so much of
the poetry of little personal experiences and reflections which is the
other side of the portentously obscure in the writing of the last
twenty-five years or so. She is reported by Lydia Chukovskaya who
had asked her why she didn’t like Stanislavsky’s theatrical produc-
tions. A. A. A. did admit that he had found a method to bring out
something in Chekhov’s plays. But she had the same objection to
Chekhov as to Stanislavsky: when S. tried to apply the same method
to other sorts of drama, he ruined them. Stanislavsky himself (My Life
in Art) points to the reason: ‘What is important to me is not the truth
outside myself, but the truth within myself … the truth of my attitude
towards anything on the stage, towards my partners who represent
other characters in the play and towards their thoughts and feelings.’

It is this perversion of the principle of ‘Man the measure of all
things’, to that of ‘Man the measure by which all things are to be esti-
mated’, that lies at the root of the trouble. On the stage or in poetry,
or in real life once you make the test, not what a thing is, but how
important it is to you, you are on the path to the trivial and the
trumped up.

— Book XX, 1977–79, pp. 31–3.

CLASSIFICATION OF MEN

Dichotomies are equally suspect; they divide groups into mutually
exclusive kinds, whereas in real life there is more often an indefinite
border-zone. It is the weakness of all syllogistic reasoning and indeed
of most ‘class of classes’ logic. The logic is unarguable but it does not
apply to the real world in any very useful way. Nevertheless it is useful
as a method of sorting out, as a preliminary to analyzing actual states of
affairs.

In a general way, among the many ways in which men can be
sorted according to some single characteristics is that of the things
that most attract their interests and to which they devote their main
energies. The sort of person who devotes himself to objects and
people is distinctively different, as a rule, from the sort of person who
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devotes himself to activities and processes. I can more easily imagine
myself dying for a cause or giving up everything else for art and
knowledge than for any person, however dear, or any possessions,
however splendid or beautiful.

I think there is a deep and very important difference of types
involved in this. There is, of course, no sharp dichotomy involved.
Whether the difference is an innate one or not is hard to say, but it
does seem to be connected with the two main attitudes to the world:
that of the people who regard the world as a more or less fixed
‘system’, and that of those who regard it mainly as a continually
changing ‘process’. The world is, of course, always both a system and
a process, but the one sort of man emphasizes the structure and
regards its permanence as the important thing, the other emphasizes
the process and tends to state his values in terms of it. This was my
contention in arguing with McAuley about the European Tradition.

In terms of artists, the distinction is perhaps between, those
whose interest is the production of ‘art-objects’ — paintings, sculp-
ture, buildings, jewels, furniture and so on — and those intent on
inventing art activities — music, dancing, poetry, story-telling, etc.

— Margaret River 1–X–77
— Book XX, 1977–79, pp. 39–41.

ERICA JONG

I met her at a poetry corroboree in Toronto the year before last and
she earned my gratitude by reading a couple of acidulous short stories
when I was suffering from a surfeit of mostly very indifferent poetry.

Now Anne has given me a copy of The Fear of Flying, which she
clearly admires and thinks I should read. After dipping into it here
and there it seems to me to consist of nothing but plastic wit about
plastic people: why should I waste my time?

Besides it is full of people who get themselves psychoanalyzed as
a way of life. I would as soon read a book about drug addicts. These
people have stopped being people. They have destroyed themselves.
Being funny about them seems a sort of perversion. Sylvia Plath all
over again but worse.

— Colosseum Creek, Qld. 4–IX–1978
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Other comparisons that occur to me are the dreary world of The
Happy Hooker and that of the homosexual sub-society I was able to
observe at first hand in Sydney in 1928 and 1931. Sex as a way of life,
whether straight or queer is such an unmitigated bore.

— Book XX, 1978, p. 122.

MAKING LOVE

‘What are you doing’ he said.
They said: ‘We are making love.’
‘Is it made in the heart or the head, 
And what do you make it of?’

‘That is hard for us to say;
We make it up as we go
And it vanishes away
As soon as it’s made, you know.’

‘What instruments go to make
Such fleeting and fragile stuff?
‘Two hearts that rejoice and ache
For each other are quite enough.’

‘Is it easy to make?’ ‘O Yes, 
Though there’s no sure rule for it;
Each time we must gamble and guess
How this time the pieces fit.’

‘But what when the joiners cease,
And the makers can make no more?’
‘Then it leaves the spirit at peace,
But the heart, the heart sore.’

— Pebbly Beach 19–XI–79
— Book XXI, 1979, p. 38.
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ARCHILOCHUS

‘There is no dithyramb where there is no wine’

Homer? Homer to us is just a word;
His Iliad tells us nothing of him at all;
If possible The Odyssey is worse.
Archilochus, undeterred
By condition or shame, was wholly personal
Yet once was ranked with Homer for his verse.

The poems of Homer have survived entire,
But of Archilochus, unlucky dog,
Nothing but scraps and broken lines remain;

And yet they pulse with force and fire.
With him I hold amending dialogue
But labour to fix that savage spirit in vain.

‘Archilochus, peerless poet of your age,
Singer of injuries, of neglect, of wrong,
Traducer alike of enemy and friend,
Dealer in excrement and rage,
Slanderer, poison-pen and scorpion-tongue,
Where did it get you, poet, in the end?’

‘I was a spearman. For soldiers of the line
Life in my day was thankless, grim and hard.
Born out of wedlock — my mother was a slave —
My sole defence was the divine
Gift which the gods impartially award
To high or low: I used what gifts they gave.’

‘You made a joke of throwing away your shield
Saying, I’ll get another just as good,
And to the highest bidder sold our spear.’
‘I ran, it is true, I did not yield
And till then fought as stoutly as I could.
Good sense may make men run as well as fear.’
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‘What of the old man driven to suicide?
Neobule and her sister in the noose
Choking to death for the unbearable shame
Spread by your spite?’ ‘I had my pride. 
If satire overwhelmed their crude abuse,
I used it to protect my wounded name.’

‘But worse, Archilochus, bastard, slave-girl’s whelp,
Your drowned friends could not keep you from a feast,
All your companions washed up on the shore,
Cold sea fruit, piled like kelp.’
‘I pledged them in wine; I made them a song at least.
They would have done the like for me, no more.’

‘You valued pride, yet yours was not the pride
Of well-born men that brought great Hector low
And moved Achilles to honour a father’s pleas.

‘You boasted of what most men hide;
That high tradition it was your luck to know,
You mocked with the base scorn of Thersites.’

‘I am a soldier; I am a poet; I am
A soldier’s poet. That noble epic line
I too could master, but I chose instead 
Plain facts — there is no dithyramb,
So said Cratinus, where there is no wine
— I drank and washed those heroes from my head.’

‘Well, what does it avail you now? Your praise
Survives, but look and see what has become
Of all your poems: tags quoted from the past,
Tatters from dunghills, a chance phrase
On paper smeared by an Egyptian bum,
To this your life’s whole work has come at last.’
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‘Garbage at Oxyrhyncus spared my page
Better than Athens or Alexandria could,
Or Constantinople that passed their learning on.
I cannot, I own, contain my rage
Knowing the blundering muse of Hesiod
Spared and my art swept to oblivion.

‘Yet ruins of time, like the disasters of war,
We accept as rational men are bound to do.
To live, to be forgotten, each takes his chance.
It has happened to poets before;
You are a poet, it could happen to you
To perish by the blind malice of circumstance.’

‘Surely the Fates punish insolence now and then?
Perhaps you incurred by the self-willed course you chose
Some god’s displeasure, or the Muses’ curse?’
‘No, if the muse should judge like men,
What must we think of glorious Sappho whose
Fragments and tatters match those of my verse?’
‘They say your mastery of the stinging word
Brings wasps to hover always round your tomb.’
‘They do, yes, but the inference is wrong.
You have lived in Greece: you must have heard
That wasps will gather to the honey-comb
What draws then is the unfailing honey of song.’

And I recall, once in that house in Greece,
Breakfasting on our terrace in the sun,
On coffee and rolls and honey, how around.
The gold-striped wasps gave us no peace
But would not leave us till the meal was done.
I hear Archilochus laugh from underground.

— Pebbly Beach, November 1979
— Book XXI, 1979, pp. 40–5.
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THE LANGUAGE OF LOVE

‘He loved a wench well; and one time getting up one of the
Mayds of Honour up against a tree in a Wood (’twas his first
Lady) who seemed at first boarding to be something fearfull of
her Honour, and modest, she cryed, ‘Sweet Sir Walter, what doe
you me ask? Will you undo me? Nay, sweet Sir Walter! Sweet
Sir Walter! Sir Walter.’ At last, as the danger and the pleasure
at the same time grew higher, she cried in the ecstasy, ‘Swisser
Swatter, Swisser Swatter’.

— Aubrey: Brief Lives, Sir Walter Raleigh

Wicked Sir Walter with the maid of honour
Up against a tree in Windsor Great Park,
Pursuing his pleasure with a swift and even stroke,
She cried, ‘Ah, sweet Sir Walter!’ when first he fell upon her,
‘Will you undo me?’ But when he reached his mark,
‘Swisser Swatter, swisser, swatter!’ were all the words she spoke.

Love needs no language: the rhythms of heaven
In the mouths of great poets cannot compare
With that eloquent, ecstatic ‘swisser, swisser Swatter!’
As it marked and matched that stroke so swift and so even.
Poets may pen gems sitting easy in a chair;
What they babble in bed can be quite another matter.
Some in exultant union may be able to utter
A whole world of vision, a new universe
In words that express and enchant and compel:
‘Darling, darling, darling!’ is all that we mutter.
It has the rhythm of love; it has the beat of verse;
It tells all and, after all, what else is there to tell.

— 30–XII–1979
— Book XXI, 1979, pp. 48–9.
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RHETORIC

Leonie Kramer in the pamphlets she has recently published about me
[Australian Writers and their Work, OUP 1979], mentions, I cannot tell
whether with approval or disapproval, my habit of declamation and
my rhetorical mannerisms [p. 40]. On the whole, I sense a deprecatory
tone in what she says.

It is one of the oddities of modern criticism and probably a hang-
over from Wordsworth’s insistence on ‘the ordinary language of men’,
to put rhetoric and poetry at opposite poles of the use of language, to
regard one as incompatible with the other. To maintain this we would
have to dismiss much of the greatest poetry of past ages.

Leonie is very good, acute and just, but it strengthens my resolve
not to read critical accounts of my work. It is intrusive, none of my
business. I do what I have to do and what I find to do.

— 8–IV–1980
— Book XXI, 1980, p. 87.

PSYCHOANALYSIS AND POETRY

In order to do justice to a work of art, analytical psychology
must rid itself entirely of medical prejudice; for a work of art is
not a disease and consequently requires a different approach
from a medical one. A doctor naturally has to seek out the
cause of a disease in order to uproot it, but just as naturally the
psychologist must adopt exactly the opposite attitude towards
a work of art. Instead of investigating its typically human deter-
minants, he will enquire first of all into its meaning, and will
concern himself with its determinants only in so far as they
enable him to understand it more fully. Personal causes have as
much or as little to do with a work of art as the soil with the
plant that springs from it. We can certainly learn to understand
some of the plant’s peculiarities by getting to know its habitat
… But nobody will maintain that everything essential has then
been discovered about the plant itself. The personal orientation
which the doctor needs when confronted with the question
of aetiology in medicine is quite out of place in dealing with
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a work of art, just because a work of art is not a human being,
but is something supra-personal. It is a thing, not a personality,
hence it cannot be judged by personal criteria. Indeed, the
special significance of a true work of art resides in the fact that
it has escaped from the limitations of the personal and has
soared beyond the personal concerns of its creator.

C. G. Jung: ‘On the Relation of Analytical Psychology
to Poetry’, Collected Works of C. G. Jung, Vol. 15, p. 71.

I came across this more or less by accident. It is the answer of course
to Freud’s crass reduction of works of art to their alleged underlying
symbolized expression of repressed fears and desires, his fallacy of
confusing results with their causes. But even more important is its
recognition that a work of art is something complete in itself, as the
plant is not explicable in terms only of its habitat, but a form expli-
cable only in terms of the laws of its own nature inherent in the seed
and that what is so explained in its turn is something else than the
plant itself as [a] thing in itself, an individual entity different from every
other plant of the same species grown in the same habitat.

I have never bothered much with Jung as I have, for example,
studied Freud to disagree and refute. I know Jung mainly at second-
hand and have always thought his theory of archetypal images as
misleading as Freud’s mumbo-jumbo that a work of art is no more
than the underlying symbols to which he reduced it. In fact I have left
them both behind me and think of their clashes of opinion as of no
more importance than the battle of Tweedledum and Tweedledee.

I see now that I have probably underestimated Jung. I had better
get to know him.

— 7–III–81
— Book XXI, 1981, pp. 176–9.

NIGHTMARES TO ORDER

The night before last in the course of a landscape dream of the most
extensive and varied scenery I found myself on the shores of a lake at
the foot of steep rocky slopes among huge and precipitous mountains.
The scenery was magnificent and I was admiring it when the lake
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waters began to surge and rise driving me back up the precipice. This
is an old and familiar nightmare. I began to climb and found myself
very soon labouring and teetering on the verge of frightful abysses
and bedevilled by vertigo. Immediately the fear got too much, the
slope would even out or the actual cliff would bend gently away.
This happened several times in succession, as though, in fact, I was
controlling the nightmare. All the time fresh vistas of amazingly
beautiful mountain scenery kept appearing as I climbed.

— 8–IV–1981
— Book XXII, 1981, p .6.

BURIDAN’S DONKEY

Interviewers often ask me about my religious beliefs (if any). I never
know quite what to say. Boiled down to its essentials I suppose that
my position is this: I find none of the evidence for the existence of
God (or gods) at all convincing and the same is true of the so-called
arguments to that effect. The evidence and the arguments to the
contrary I find compelling.

Except for one thing: those people, and they are not few, who
pay no attention to these things and rely on direct experience. As
Jung in his memoirs records that the existence of God was the most
obvious fact of his experience — it was self-evident. To such people
the arguments against are like a colourblind man arguing against the
existence of colour.

Between the two I am in the position of Buridan’s Donkey.14

— 16–IV–1981
— Book XXII, 1981, p. 14.

INSIDE-OUTSIDE

I am sitting, lean forward, take my head in hands and shut my eyes.
I am thinking about the poem I am working on and think to myself:
‘It’s all in there!’ with a sense that I am outside and can’t see in. Then
I think: ‘But if that is so where am I?’ Surely I am in there too; where
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else could I be? But why am I not saying ‘I am in here’, rather than ‘in
there’? Are these just habits of mind, or conventions of language, or is
there some real sense in which I am not ‘in there’, but participating in
what goes on in there from the outside or at any rate from somewhere
else?

— Book XXII, 1981, p. 45.

EXPLOITATION

Nietzsche somewhere remarks that poets are the most immoral of
men, they live by exploiting their emotions: ‘sie beuten sie auf’. I do
not remember whether he appeared to be serious or [was] simply
throwing off a half-serious provocative remark, a ‘Witze’.15

It could have been merely a crack at the Romantic theory that
poetry was the overflow of powerful feelings, the feelings of the poet
himself. It could have gone deeper, a conviction that to exploit one’s
private feelings for gain or for the admiration of others was something
to be ashamed of, a sort of prostitution. Nietzsche was not much of
a poet. True poets know that they take their material where they find
it. The source is irrelevant. But of course the basic mistake is to over-
look the fact that whether the emotion in the poem is a personal one
or not, the emotion of the poem, the emotion created by the poem is
another matter entirely: it is not in any sense ‘self-expression’. 

— Book XXII, 1983, pp. 156–7.
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Notes
1 Translation: the philosopher deals with a question as an illness.
2 See Yeats, ‘The Choice’, in The Collected Poems of W. B.Yeats, pp. 278–9.
3 See Hope, The Cave and the Spring, pp. 68–75.
4 Ibid., pp. 76–90.
5 See Hope, Collected Poems, 1930–1965, pp. 205–6.This poem is written in the

first person; the narrator, while shaving, thinks of his father and grandfather, their
shaving habits and some of their sexual habits.The narrator is represented as
without wife and child and his father cuts his own throat. Hope chooses this
poem as an example in which he could not be talking about himself; and argues
how absurd the biographical critic might be.

6 Francis Webb (1925–73),Australian poet.
7 This quotation is taken from La Vita Nuova, Sec. XXII, Para. IV, which Hope 

incorporates in his commentary. In William Anderson’s translation, the sentence
reads as follows: ‘Reflecting on this, I determined to write something — for I had
sufficient worth saying — in which I would include everything I had learned from
these ladies’ (ladies attempting to comfort the mourning Beatrice).

8 Translation: writing itch.
9 Hope might have meant Thomas Fuller (1608–61) rather than Thomas Lodge.

Fuller’s The History of the Worthies of England appeared in 1663, a year after his
death.

10 Yeats, ‘The Scholars’, in The Collected Poems, p. 158.
11 Florbela Espanca (1894–1930) was a Portuguese poet. One of Hope’s unfinished

projects, which he intended to call Distaff and Lyre, was to write a book on
women poets stressing the ways in which they differ from their male contempo-
raries. Hope made a vast amount of notes to this end.Among these notes there
exists a folder devoted to Florbela Espanca.

12 Lynne Strahane, an Australian feminist, edited with Patricia Grimshaw The Half-
Open Door (1982), a collection of autobiographical essays which discuss the
problems faced by women in their professional and personal lives.

13 Anne Godfrey-Smith, also known as Anne Edgeworth (1921–).Australian poet
and author, based in Canberra since 1954 and author of The Road to Leongatha
(1966), Poems in Canberra (1997) and Turtles All the Way Down (1999).

14 Hope sees himself as presented with two alternative views that have equal value
and between which he cannot choose.The dilemma of a particular kind of moral
choice between two evidently identical items is illustrated by the allegory of
Buridan’s Ass. Buridan (1300–58) was a moral philosopher. Buridan’s Ass was
hungry and thirsty and placed between a bundle of hay and a pail of water. It
would die of hunger and thirst, having no way of deciding which way to move.

15 ‘Sie beuten sie auf ’: one way or another. ‘Witze’: joke.The ideas attributed to
Nietzsche have some bases of truth in Nietzsche’s writings, though Hope is also
correct in suspecting that Nietzsche’s ‘truths’ are subverted by their author in that
they are often delivered in a ‘half-serious provocative remark’. See Nietszche,
Human, All Too Human, pp. 82–3, in reference to the Greek poets: ‘it was hard for
them to desist from lies and deception in the course of everyday life — just as all
potential people take a delight in lying, a delight that is moreover quite innocent.’
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On p. 222, Nietzsche refers to the poet as a deceiver; see also The Gay Science,
p. 140, where he notes: ‘For as Homer says,“Many lies tell the poets”’ and, further,
p. 210, under the heading ‘Poet and Liar’, Nietzsche writes: ‘The poet considers the
liar a foster brother whom he did out of his milk. His brother remained weak and
wretched and never even attained a good conscience.’
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